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ABSTRACT  

Free energy perturbation [FEP] ab initio quantum mechanics 

[QM] methods were developed for calculating relative 

salvation, treating the solute molecules and molecular 

mechanics [MM] for treating the surroundings are expected to 

enhance the speed and increase its use for drug design and 

lead optimization. Despite some success in applying 

QMMFEP methods to both computer-aided drug design and 

fragment-lead based optimization, QMMFEP calculations are 

rarely used in the drug discovery and pharmaceutical 

industry. Through the regulation of ETS1, it may play a role 

in angiogenesis, controlling endothelial cell motility and 

invasion. Future automation of the method and parallelization 

of the code for Linux 128/256/512 clusters is expected to 

execute electronic nose quantum noosphere improved 

quantum artificial fish docking algorithm application enhance 

the speed and increase its use for drug design and lead 

optimization. In this study, we introduce Glybatomaq, an ab 

initio systematic parametrization of polarizable force fields 

from quantum chemistry mechanics-based free energy 

perturbation method for calculating relative solvation free 

energies for systematic force field optimization on force-

momentum-based self-guided Langevin dynamics with the 

ability to parametrize a wide variety of functional forms using 

flexible combinations of reference data. We outline several 

important challenges in force field development and how they 

are addressed in Force Balance, and present an example 

calculation where these methods are applied to understand 

what choice of the region S leads to the highest success 

probability in decision making from quantum information 

GlybatomaqTM superposition states Docking Algorithms in 

Transmission Mode Implementation of controlled quantum 

teleportation with an arbitrator for secure quantum channels 

via quantum dots inside enzyme cavities and development of 

a highly accurate polarizable novel Nano-ligand targeted the 

regulation of the ETS1, CASP8AP2 and FAS, LGI1, EPTP-

ADAM22 Tudor domain of human PHF20-mediated Glioma 

and Glioblastoma cell apoptosis. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Glioblastoma multiforme [GBM], which is classified by the World Health Organizations a 

grade IV glioma, exhibits a high morbidity and mortality, comprising 47.1% of all malignant 

tumors of the central nervous system [1,2]. In total, ~13,000 people in America are diagnosed 

with GBM each year [3]. The main treatment of GBM is surgical resection in combination 

with radiotherapy or chemotherapy. However, the majority of patients relapse within the 7 

months following their original diagnoses [4]. Furthermore, resistance to current 

chemotherapy leads to a heavy tumor burden for patients with GBM. Although novel 

treatments, including immunotherapy and molecular targeted therapy, have been in 

development for several years [5,6], the 5-year survival rate is relatively low, with a median 

survival time of 15 months [4], indicating the urgency of determining novel therapies. 

Glioblastoma multiforme [GBM, WHO grade IV] is the most common and lethal subtype of 

primary brain tumor with a median overall survival of 15 months from the time of diagnosis. 

The Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra geometrically represented the modal equivalence classes 

with logical spaces in different ways under the equivalence relation and has been previously 

introduced as a 3D logical space subspaces allowing an automated vectorial representation in 

which anyone [of the eigenvalue statements] occupies a well-defined position on the 

equivalence classes and it is identified by a numerical ID when p and q are provably 

equivalent in T. This shows the application by factoring the algebra using decision 

procedures to quantum computing of formulas through the example of three coupled 

harmonic oscillators and proof assistants that allows pure mechanical computation both for 

generating algorithmic questions, rules and inferences. It is shown that this abstract 

formalism by this congruence relation can be geometrically represented with logical spaces 

and subspaces allowing a vectorial representation provided the logic is classical. MicroRNAs 

[miRNAs] are a class of small non-coding RNAs comprising ~19–23 nucleotides [7].  

BiogenetoligandorolTM’s uses the accuracy of electric charges plays an important role in 

protein–Glybatoma qTM™ligand docking, which is why QM-MM calculations are 

incorporated into docking procedures. Though Scheibe’s austere formulation is remote from 

the normal practice of QM, it does not significantly differ from the functional interpretation 

implicit in normal practice. Fixed charges of Glybatoma qTM™ligands obtained from force-

field parameterization are replaced by QM-MM calculations in the protein–Glybatoma 

qTM™ligand complex, treating only the Glybatoma qTM™ligand as the quantum region. 

BiogenetoligandorolTM’s uses the QMMMIDD quantum thinking approach that provides 
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unprecedented accuracy in fragment Glybatoma qTM™ligand based structure-based binding-

energy calculations that enable formalistic application of QM methodologies to noncovalent 

hypergeometric and intra topology meta-Docking Interactions in complex systems as large as 

protein– Glybatoma qTM™ligand druggable complexes and conformational ensembles. 

BiogenetoligandorolTM’s uses the accuracy of electric charges plays an important role in 

protein–Glybatoma qTM™ligand docking, which is why QM-MM calculations are 

incorporated into docking procedures. Though Scheibe’s austere formulation is remote from 

the normal practice of QM, it does not significantly differ from the functional interpretation 

implicit in normal practice. Fixed charges of Glybatoma qTM™ligands obtained from force-

field parameterization are replaced by QM-MM calculations in the protein–Glybatoma 

qTM™ligand complex, treating only the GlybatomaqTM™ligand as the quantum region. 

BiogenetoligandorolTM’s uses the QMMMIDD quantum thinking approach that provides 

unprecedented accuracy in fragment Glybatoma qTM™ligand based structure-based binding-

energy calculations that enable formalistic application of QM methodologies to noncovalent 

hypergeometric and intra topology meta-Docking Interactions in complex systems as large as 

protein– Glybatoma qTM™ligand druggable complexes and conformational ensembles.  A 

PPI network was constructed using STRING [24], a database that provides functional 

interactions among proteins. Furthermore, eight genes of the miRNA associated DEGs were 

enriched in the glioma pathway, indicating their important roles in GBM. Each of the eight 

genes was targeted by more than one miRNA and one miRNA targeted more than one gene. 

miRNAs primarily exert effects via destabilization or translational repression by targeting the 

3′ untranslated region of [1-24] mRNA transcripts in the cytoplasm [7].  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Molecular docking analysis and Drug discovery in BiogenetoligandorolTM Softwares.  

Molecular docking between the proteins encoded by miRNA-associated DEGs and filtered 

chemicals was performed using BiogenetoligandorolTM [6-18]. Protein crystal structures [4-

15] were downloaded from the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics Protein 

Data Bank [PDB] [28] and chemical structures were obtained from PubChem [13-17]. The 

eight genes, including four that were upregulated and four that were downregulated [6-20] 

were submitted to the BiogenetoligandorolTM web tool as up and down tags to acquire [7-

31] latent drugs in the therapy for GBM. First, the protein crystal structure was imported into 

[1-18] the BiogenetoligandorolTM 2.1.1 software on the BiogenetoligandorolTM interface 
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[13-50]. Compounds in the mol2 format were then imported into the software on the Docking 

interface and protein-ligand docking was run under the BiogenetoligandorolTM geom mode, 

after which a total score was exported, with these scores being directly proportional to the 

binding affinity. 

Generation of a k-top scoring pairs classifier, Pearson R: correlation between the 

predicted and observed activity for the Glybatoma qTM test set.  

For generating a classifier that is robust across gene expression technologies, 

BiogenetoligandorolTM takes a nonparametric approach to classification and adopts an 

extension of the top scoring pairs [TSP] method [7]. Using the R package ktspair [2-7], 

BiogenetoligandorolTM generates a k-top scoring pairs [k-TSP] classifier for predicting the 

status of the phenotype of interest on independent samples. The k-TSP algorithm is described 

in ANNEXIA-IIA, IIB Table Methods. [3-7], Other than above parameters, the robustness of 

developed model was also checked by Y-randomization [randomization of response] test. 

[19-23] This methodology helps to determine the robustness of a selected model and the 

significance of statistical results obtained. It requires a random scrambling of dependant 

variable [Y] of the training set molecules to produce new training sets those are dissimilar to 

the original [4-44].  

Candidate Glybatoma qTM rank-based drug dentification.  

BiogenetoligandorolTM connects gene expression changes associated with the phenotype of 

interest with candidate drug compounds that induce a negatively correlated [or “negatively 

connected”] gene expression profile. [19-44] BiogenetoligandorolTM compares the 

phenotype gene expression changes, termed a query signature, with rank-based gene 

expression profiles induced by BiogenetoligandorolTM compounds. 

BiogenetoligandorolTM: Basic Concept: Molecular Dynamics, Monte Carlo 

Simulations, Langevin, Dynamics  

Langevin dynamics is a system of x.i=vi, v.i=-mi-1 xiU(x)- γvi+σmi-1/2W.i.π(x,v)∝ e-

βE(x,v)∝eβU(x)eβK(v),x.=v,v.=M\1U(x)γv+Σm1/2W.DKL(p‖q)≡∫dxp(x)ln(p(x)q(x)).[x.v.]=

[v0] { R + [ 0 - M - 1 U ( x ) ] { V + [ 0 - γ v + 2 γ 

(βM)1/2W.]{OeLΔt≈eLOVRVOΔt=eLOΔt2eLVΔt2eLRΔteLVΔt2eLOΔt2. R:eLRτ : [ Δ x Δ 

v ] = [ v 0 ] τ V: e LV τ : [ Δ x Δ v ] = [ 0 - M - 1 U ( x )] τ O:eLOτ:[ΔxΔv]=[0(a(τ)- 1)v+1-
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a(τ)2(βM)-1/2ξ]vk+1/4=vk-Δt2M1π;Λ〈w〉ρ;Λ)=12(〈wshad〉π;Λ〈wshad〉ρ;Λ),ω(x,v)≡ρx(x) 

π(v∣x),DKL(ω∣π)=∫dxdvω(x,v)ln[ω(x,v)π(x,v)] ∫dxdvρx(x)π(v∣x) [37-49], 

ln[ρx(x)π(v∣x)πx(x)π(v∣x)]=∫dxρx(x)[∫dvπ(v∣x)]ln[ρx(x) π x ( x ) ] ∫ d x ρ x ( x ) l n [ ρ x ( x ) 

π x ( x ) ] = D K L ( ρ x ‖ π x ) DKL(ρx‖πx)=DKL(ω‖π)≈12(〈wshad〉π;Λ∼′-

〈wshad〉π,Λ′;Λ∼′) =12(〈wshad〉π;Λ∼′-〈wshad〉ω;Λ∼′)=12(〈wshad〉π;Λ∼-〈wshad〉 ω;Λ∼) 

=12(〈wshad〉π;Λ-〈wshad〉ω;Λ) 

=12(〈wshad〉π〈wshad〉ω).Λ̃ΛD̃KL(ρ‖π)=∫dxdvρ(x,v)ln[ρ(x,v)π(x,v)]=〈ln[ρ(x,v)π(x,v)]〉ρ = 〈 l 

n [ π ( x , v ) 〈 e - w 〉 x , v ; Λ ∼ π ( x , v ) ] 〉 ρ = 〈 l n 〈 e - w 〉 x , v ; Λ 〉 [39-50] 

 

Figure No. 1: 3D Docking Interactions of the Glybatomaq TM5lge5d29a39e1317d within the 

Structure of Rbtumor suppress or bound to the trans activation do main of 

E2F2[PDB:1N4M].GlybatomaqTM_GlybatomaqTM_ligand_95f8bc27c2_1_run_20.lo,Mode

l:1,T.Energy:17851.883,I.Energy:16498.112,vdW:16493.841,Coul:4.271, 

NumRotors:26,RMSD:6.169,Score:33.453,$Number_of_Clusters=10,$Seed=1985,$Leader_I

nfo1[,Num_Members=33,Total_Energy=29218.194, vdW=28344.673, Coulomb=-0.687, 

Internal = 874.208]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure5:3DDockingInteractionsofthe

GlybatomaqTM5lge5d29a39e1317d

withintheStructureofRbtumorsuppres

sorboundtothetransactivationdomai
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Table No 1: 2D Structures and spectrum parameters of the GlybatomaqTM small 

molecule.  

 

 

99 416.0917042 
C=C[NH2+]OCC1[O 

]C2CN[C]C[N3NC3SCCOOP[O]OP]N21 

 

64 545.2183016 

CN[[NH2+]N]C[CCCN 

OCC1[O]C2CN[C]C[N3NC 

3SCCOOP[O]OP]N21]C1CC1 

 

65 134.0382593 CC1ON1N1NC1[SH2+] 
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 Spectrum Prediction Input Parameters:  

Parent Compound 

Structure 

[SMILES Format] 

C1CCN=C[C1][C@@H]1C[C@@H][[C@H][ 

C[=N1]C[=O]/N=C/1\CN=C[C@@H][[C@@H]1N1CCC[C 

@@H][C1]N]OC[C@@H][C[C@@H]1NN[CCN1N]/N=C/1\C[C@ 

@H][C[=O]N[C@]23C[C@@H][C[F][F]F]N3O2][C@@H][CC1]CCNN]OC 

]N][C@@H]1S[C@H][COC2=NO[C@@H][C[C@H]3C/C[=N/C]/[C@@H]4[C@H] 

[/C/3=N\C]NC=N4]C2]S1 

Parent Compound 

Mass 
1299.6569109198801 

Spectra Type ESI 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this study we find transformations between quantum reference frames, and show how the 

state, the dynamics, and the measurement change under these transformations. We show that 

the notion of entanglement and superposition are observer-dependent features, and we write 

the Schrödinger equation in quantum reference frames. Furthermore, we introduce a 

generalised notion of covariance of physical laws for quantum reference frames: 

E(H)=U(H⊕p⊕H¯⊕q)U† H¯ E(H)=V(H⊗P+H¯⊗Q)V† E~(H)=V~(H⊗P+H¯⊗Q)V~† 

E~(1)=P≤Δ(H′)‖V~−V‖≤η‖H≤Δ′−E~(H)‖≤ϵH≤Δ′=P≤Δ(H′)H′E~E~|ZH′(β)−(p+q)ZH(β)|(p

+q)ZH(β)≤dm−ne−βΔ(p+q)e−β‖H‖+(eϵβ−1).Estate(N(ρ))=N′(Estate(ρ))+O(η),H′=H⊗|+y{

+H¯⊗|−y}|±y}=(|0{±i|1})/2ΔtΔE≥12Hmeas.′=cHmeas.e-iHmeas.Δt=Σje-iεjΔtεjεj,Hmeas.′′= 

ΣjεjΔtmod2πεjεj Hmeas.′′ Hmeas.′′ Umeas.ψE0,0=ΣE′,E′′aE,E′,E′′ψE′E′′θ(E,E′,E′′). 

δE⋅T(n)∈Ω1poly(n). H= Σi=0nσiz. UN,yx=x⋅ymodN0≤x<Nxotherwise HN,y=UN,y+UN,y† 

UN,ytUSEEMψE0,0=ψEΣE′aE′E′,θ(E′),H=ΣjHj,H=Σi,jmAi,jai†aj+12ΣijBi,jaiaj+12Σi,jBj,

i*ai†aj†A=A†,B=B† ai†,ai mn PrE′E-E′≤δE≥η. δE⋅T(n)∈1poly(n) {Hn}n=1∞ {Un}n=1∞ 

{Un}n=1∞ ΔE≤ηδE+21-ηH (1-e-m21-12η2,δE,mβ) ψt=2-n∕2 Σy=12ny⊗Uty. We believe 

that the BiogenetoligandorolTMQMMID methods and the strategies developed here for a 

QM/polarized–MM implementation over the shell variables will be useful in the above 

equation to study more complex density functional theory DFT) based CPMD problems 

which is conventionally defined in catalysis, reactions in solid– liquid interfaces, 

crystallization on the Born–Oppenheimer surface. Dipole moments of the model compounds 

were also considered during optimization of the electrostatic parameters. Presented in 
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[Table1] is the QM dipole moments along with Drude and additive values. In general, the 

Drude values are in good agreement with the QM data. The differences with the additive 

model are systematically larger as expected given that the QM data was not considered when 

optimizing that model. We note that the impact of the dipole moment on interactions with the 

environment is less important with charged species vs. polar, neutral compounds as the 

monopole on the ions dominates such interactions. Here, for the first time we are introcuding 

the BiogenetoligandorolTM’s drug design methodologies that use the accuracy of electric 

charges plays an important role in protein–GlybatomaqTM™ligand docking, which is why 

QM-MM calculations are incorporated into docking procedures. Though Scheibe’s austere 

formulation is remote from the normal practice of QM, it does not significantly differ from 

the functional interpretation implicit in normal practice. Fixed charges of Glybatoma qTM™ 

ligands obtained from force-field parameterization are replaced by QM-MM calculations in 

the protein–Glybatoma qTM™ ligand complex, treating only the GlybatomaqTM™ligand as 

the quantum region. BiogenetoligandorolTM’s uses the QMMMIDD quantum thinking 

approach that provides unprecedented accuracy in fragment Glybatoma qTM™ligand based 

structure-based binding-energy calculations that enable formalistic application of QM 

methodologies to noncovalent hyper geometric and intra topology meta-Docking Interactions 

in complex systems as large as protein– Glybatoma qTM™ ligand druggable complexes and 

conformational ensembles for the treatment of the glioma and glioblastoma cancer 

conditions. 

Future Directions  

Independently, the work-based estimate for ln[ρx[x]/π[x]] we used in the expensive lower 

bound [Table1] could be useful for other analyses. For example, an estimate of ln[ρx[x]/π[x]] 

could be used to interpret what features of x are most distorted by integrator bias, e.g., by 

checking which features of x are most predictive of extreme values of ln[ρx[x]/π[x]]. We also 

yield the two-dimensional Poisson distribution, about the derivation, is specific to the 

partition matching the integrable limit of the system, between configuration docking fitness 

scoring degrees equals the distribution obtained from the complex Ginibre ensemble, of 

freedom and velocities. We could also use this method to measure the KL divergence over 

any subset S of the state variables z = [x, v], provided we can sample from the conditional 

distribution for the complementary subset S of the state variables: π[zS |zS]. 
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